
Everything 
You Wanted to Know About

Ground Loops
…and maybe a little more!



That uncomfortable feeling you never want to experience!



So, how does it happen?

In very slow motion…





Let’s take a look step-by-step…



Wind is from the right. Right wing is up slightly. Trouble brewing!



Touching down in a side drift with the crosswind picking the 
wing up never ends well!  Notice there is no aileron input.



Here we go!  Too late for ailerons now anyway.



Notice tremendous side load on left (downwind) main 
as it digs in.  More so in next picture…



Yikes!



“Whew...  That was fun!”



Yes, it even happens to Stearmans!







Landing a taildragger is as easy as 
backing a trailer down an interstate!



Let’s take a look at the physics of this…



Basics of Stability

Conventional Gear
(Taildragger)

Tricycle Gear

CG aft of 
main gear

CG forward of 
main gear



Conventional Gear

Runway

C.G. Continues Motion



Conventional Gear

Runway

C.G. Continues Motion

Continued C.G. 
Motion Causes 

Rotation



Tricycle Gear

Runway

C.G. Continues Motion



Tricycle Gear

Runway

C.G. Continues Motion
Continued C.G. 
Motion Causes 

Rotation



Do you want to do this going forward (tricycle gear)
or backward (tailwheel)?



What’s the most important thing a pilot can do
to prevent a ground loop?

… and better too much than too little.



What does using positive aileron do?

1. Holds the upwind wing down
2. Keeps the upwind wheel on the ground
3. Prevents or minimizes side drift which…
4. Prevents or minimizes side load on downwind wheel
5. Produces Adverse Yaw



Adverse Yaw

• Adverse yaw (one aileron up, the other down, nose 
moves opposite of turn) works in our favor by creating 
yaw opposing the ground loop

• Not enough to prevent a ground loop by itself
• Additionally as the tail settles, the component of 

adverse yaw increases



So what can we do to help counteract 
an impending ground loop?

ADD POWER!



Adding power helps because:

• The thrust vector from the 
added power helps to “pull” 
the CG back behind the mains

• Extra airflow over the rudder 
gives additional effectiveness

• It sets you up for a go-around
• Do this before the point of no 

return (“tipping point”)

Note: Due to torque and P-factor this technique helps 
slightly more during a clockwise groundloop (right 
crosswind) but is still very effective during both



Crosswind Landings by the Numbers:

1. Point the nose with the rudder
2. Control drift with aileron
3. Add power if things start to go bad

(but before it’s too late)



What do pilots do wrong and why?

• Natural reaction is to “steer” away from where we don’t want to go  
• We’ve been taught to “steer in the direction of the skid”  
• Both are exactly the wrong thing to do since that raises the upwind wing!



“Steering” away from trouble with the stick introduces two factors:

1) Upwind wing is now being raised--bad things begin to happen
2) Creates adverse yaw in the wrong direction

Discipline yourself to HOLD THE STICK INTO THE WIND and 
STEER WITH RUDDER until the plane is completely stopped.
Think this through and do some chair flying…



Putting it all together



How about taxiing?

1) “Climb” and “turn” into the wind
(tricycle gear-use neutral elevator)

2) “Dive” and “turn” away from the wind
3) Fly the plane until it’s parked inside 

the hangar… with the door shut!



Let’s talk about crosswinds…

XWC = V × Sineθ



Three different types of crosswinds:

1) Direct Crosswind
2) Quartering Headwind
3) Quartering Tailwind

Which do you think is the worst to deal with?



Answer:

3) Quartering Tailwind

Less rudder authority at slower airspeeds.  
I.e., airspeed is now less than groundspeed.



Three different crosswind limits:

1) Max demonstrated “limit” (per FAA)
a) Allows pilots "with no exceptional skill or 

alertness" to safely take off and land in 
crosswind conditions

b) Min 20% Vso but may be higher

2) Theoretical engineering design limit
3) Personal (prudent) limit based on:

a) What trusted sources tell you
b) Your personal experience



Two more factors to make 
things interesting….

1) Gusts
2) Variable direction



What about using brakes?

Glad you asked….



• Differential braking on the downwind wheel 
produces a force that resists the ground loop

• Should be a last ditch effort and not a primary 
technique…

• Fancy footwork required!

But once you reach the tipping point… Game over!



This wheel has probably already stopped rotating.
Braking is no help now.



What about flaps?

Glad you asked….



No-flap landings

Higher approach and landing speed
Decreases effective crosswind 



Wheel Landing vs. 3 Point

• More susceptible to gusts 
prior to touchdown

• Slower speed = greater 
effective xwind

• No transition—
tailwheel is down

• Less time between 
touchdown and stop

• Less susceptible to gusts 
prior to touchdown

• Greater speed 
reduces effective xwind

• Vulnerable during 
tailwheel transition

• More time between 
touchdown and stop



Can you ground loop a tricycle gear plane?

Sure… You just have to work at it a little more

• Hard braking definitely helps destabilize things
• “Wheelbarrowing” (more weight on nose wheel) 

creates unstable CG and more weathervaning
tendency



Let’s review what’s going on
Things that work for us:

1. Keeping aileron into the wind
2. No side drift—nose straight
3. Adverse Yaw
4. Constant vigilance
5. Anticipating conditions and 

planning appropriately
6. Timely application of power
7. Grass runway
8. No-flap landing
9. Our superior pilot skills and 

quick reflexes

Things that work against us:

1. Inherent instability of a taildragger
2. Constantly changing control effectiveness 

and forces needed
3. Constantly variable crosswind component
4. Changing P-factor
5. Changing torque
6. Changing gyroscopic effect
7. Asphalt runway
8. Tailwind component
9. Underinflated tires
10.Toe in (improper alignment)

Note: 2, 4, 5 and 6 above change as 
pitch, power and speed change



So finally to sum up…
1. ALWAYS keep the ailerons/stick into the wind during crosswind landings 

and takeoffs—better too much rather than too little
2. Point the nose with the rudder, control side drift with aileron
3. Be nimble on the rudder, anticipating needs—Happy Feet! Rudder Dance!
4. Keep longitudinal axis aligned with and over runway centerline—be alert 

and correct immediately for side drift.  
5. After touchdown if you sense a ground loop developing, ADD POWER!  

This will “pull” the nose straight and increase airflow over the rudder 
increasing its effectiveness.  But this needs to be done expeditiously and 
pro-actively.  Once you go past the “tipping point” you are a passenger.

6. “Keep flying until you’re parked.”  Don’t quit, relax, or zone out.
7. Avoid landings and takeoffs with a quartering tailwind
8. If you are approaching the tipping point and have done everything you 

can but things continue to deteriorate or just don’t feel right, go around!  
Probably too much crosswind or you got a little behind the curve.



Questions?



For a copy of this go to:
www.HelmetsandGoggles.com/posts
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